We are standing by as an advocacy group to
demonstrate against the case of racial prejudice and injustice built up against an African
spiritual leader Pastor Joshua Esosa just like
the Police and the Judicial system of Austria
did with many people in operation spring and
is still happening till today.
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Demonstration Against Judicial Misconduct
On The Case Of Pastor Joshua ESOSA
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The reason behind this call is a peculiar one because our faith has
now been attacked by these same few officers whose best job is
to bring the good name of the security and judicial system of this
country (Austria) to shame.
Pastor Joshua Esosa is a loving father, a husband, a brother, a
friend, a mentor and a spiritual counselor. He was put to jail simply
because he was black. He has been suffering this fate and inhuman
treatment since February 2011 when the police paid him a visit. He
was unjustly and swiftly put to jail without credible evidence because of the Court’s reluctances in cross-examining all evidences.
As it seems, he was pre-judged (as usual) before the court hearing.
The police claimed they have been monitoring the Pastor in all his
drug dealing activities but failed to tender a visible photograph. It
was shocking to see yam powder in the court as one of the evidences tendered by the police, which they claimed was milk powder he
was using to mix cocaine. They deemed it not necessary to check
the powder in the laboratory before tendering it in the Law Court as
evidence. They also used black shoe as an evidence against him.
After checking at the council to find out which black male was registered in that house, they then went to his apartment in Vienna
to arrest him. While in prison, he responded normal to all protocol.
His roommates were visited and questioned. He was threatened in
the prison with deportation should he not plead guilty. In our view, a
high level of injustice has been done against Pastor Joshua Esosa.
Such an injustice is seen as a case of racial prejudice and is as well
an injustice done to all of us daily.
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The next Court hearing is on the 6th of June 2012. Landesgericht. Saal 305/3. Stock. Wickenburggasse 22. Vienna 1080.
Please come to the court and show support and solidarity.
Questions and infos on: junefirst2012@yahoo.com
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